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Abstract
Background: Spatially mapped large scale gene expression databases enable quantitative
comparison of data measurements across genes, anatomy, and phenotype. In most ongoing efforts
to study gene expression in the mammalian brain, significant resources are applied to the mapping
and visualization of data. This paper describes the implementation and utility of Brain Explorer, a
3D visualization tool for studying in situ hybridization-based (ISH) expression patterns in the Allen
Brain Atlas, a genome-wide survey of 21,000 expression patterns in the C57BL\6J adult mouse
brain.

Results: Brain Explorer enables users to visualize gene expression data from the C57Bl/6J mouse
brain in 3D at a resolution of 100 μm3, allowing co-display of several experiments as well as 179
reference neuro-anatomical structures. Brain Explorer also allows viewing of the original ISH
images referenced from any point in a 3D data set. Anatomic and spatial homology searches can be
performed from the application to find data sets with expression in specific structures and with
similar expression patterns. This latter feature allows for anatomy independent queries and
genome wide expression correlation studies.

Conclusion: These tools offer convenient access to detailed expression information in the adult
mouse brain and the ability to perform data mining and visualization of gene expression and
neuroanatomy in an integrated manner.

Background
Several efforts are underway to spatially identify gene
expression in the mammalian central nervous system on a
genomic scale [1-5]. Of the many techniques including in
situ hybridization (ISH), microarray, SAGE [6] and its var-
iants, and Q-PCR, colormetric non-radioactive ISH offers
amongst the best alternatives for visualization of spatial

localization of signal in its original setting. Whereas radi-
oactive ISH has been cited [3] to have higher sensitivity for
genes expressed at lower levels and a stronger signal-to-
noise ratio than non-radioactive probes, the benefits of
colormetric ISH for anatomic and tissue recognition as
well as morphological cell characteristics is strong. These
latter qualities are essential in the development of image
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registration, mapping, and visualization techniques ena-
bling quantitative cross gene comparison.

Mapping expression patterns into a common frame of ref-
erence allows searches based on expression in identified
anatomic regions as well as various statistical analyses [7-
9]. Neuro-anatomical brain atlases provide a 2D means of
identifying expression patterns, but analysis has been for
the most part manual, qualitative, and labor intensive. By
registering neuro-anatomical structures and data of inter-
est into the same reference space, it is also possible to vis-
ualize and compare expression patterns in 3D. However,
recent efforts to characterize genome-wide expression pat-
terns across the entire brain at cellular resolution have
resulted in data sets too large to be manually recon-
structed and quantified [3]. Also, limiting the usage of 3D
visualization has been the lower resolution of 3D data rel-
ative to 2D histological sections due to limits in acquisi-
tion and image processing.

We present a software application to visualize the Allen
Reference Atlas [10] and Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) [11,12]
simultaneously in three-dimensional space. Several exam-
ples are described to demonstrate its utility for both exam-
ining small sets of genes in detail as well as navigating the
entire atlas of up to 21,000 genes. Our application also
links the 3D representation of gene expression with the
original full resolution 2D tissue sections. An area of inter-
est in the 3D model can instantly link to the full resolu-
tion image for corroboration with the 3D model as well as
detailed examination of subtle expression patterns. The
Brain Explorer application is linked directly to the search
facilities of the ABA database, which includes a voxel-
based spatial homology search. Genes with high spatial
expression correlation to a chosen seed gene expression
pattern can be identified subject to a given user-identified
region of interest. Gene expression identified by these
means can be immediately viewed in Brain Explorer. The
result is a powerful public domain desktop search and vis-
ualization application that is directly linked with the
Allen Brain Atlas.

Implementation
Tissue Preparation
Gene localization data across the mouse brain were
obtained for 21,000 genes using a semi-automated in situ
hybridization (ISH) process as described in [12]. In brief,
25 μm thick tissues sections, at 100 or 200 μm intervals,
were generated from 8-week old male C57BL/6J mice.
Digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled riboprobes were synthesized
and hybridized to mRNA transcripts in each tissue section.
Tissue sections were scanned using Leica DM6000B
microscopes and Leica DC500 cameras at 10× magnifica-
tion, resulting in a resolution of 0.95 μm/pixel.

Reference Atlas
All ISH tissue section images were registered against a ref-
erence atlas, which was generated using 528 25 μm thick
Nissl-stained sections in the coronal plane [10]. Out of
the 528 Nissl-stained sections, 132 sections at 100 μm
spacing were annotated on the left half of the brain. All
528 reference atlas tissue sections were then assembled
into a 3D volume using a rigid transformation at a resolu-
tion of 25 μm/pixel [9,13]. Using the same transforma-
tions, the annotations were also assembled into a 3D
annotation volume consisting of 179 neuro-anatomical
structures. In this volume, the non-annotated sections
were filled in by shape interpolation. The goal was to
obtain a 3D lofted anatomically sound version of the 2D
Allen Reference Atlas plates.

The 3D annotation volume was transformed into a set of
meshes representing the surfaces of the anatomic struc-
tures for display. Since the annotations were done on a
section by section basis in 2D, several smoothing steps
were necessary to make the 3D presentation more uni-
form in appearance. First, the volume was smoothed on a
structure by structure basis using a level set curvature flow
method [14] and small holes closed using morphological
operations [15]. These operations were performed using
the Insight Toolkit [16-18]. The structure surfaces were
then extracted using marching cubes [19] and the result-
ing meshes low pass filtered for both smoothness and a
reduction in resources required for storage and display.
Finally, the meshes were decomposed into triangle strips
for optimal display speed. This portion of the processing
was performed using the Visualization Toolkit [20].

Reference Atlas to ISH Mapping and ISH Quantification
The 3D reference atlas space was partitioned into regular
100 μm3 grid cells (or voxels). For each gene expression
experiment, the reference atlas was warped onto each ISH
tissue section to preserve the anatomic fidelity of the ISH
images. The registration used a rigid alignment followed
by deformable refinements [9] and was performed with
no user interaction across the entire ABA dataset. The 100
μm3 grid was also warped into ISH image space using the
deformations found by the registration. A fully automatic
algorithm was developed to detect the expression signal in
each tissue section [9]. Local image statistics were calcu-
lated over each grid cell (detected object count, average
intensity, average object size, and fraction of the total grid
cell area occupied by signal). The measurements and grid
cell locations were recorded in a file for each gene experi-
ment. These files are publicly available from the ABA web-
site [11]. As in [9], we will refer to each 100 μm3 grid cell
and its related measurements as a quadrat.
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Reference Atlas-Based Search
The statistics for each quadrat were pooled over their cor-
responding neuro-anatomical regions and these measure-
ments exposed as searchable values from the ABA website
[9]. Expression level, density, and pattern (regional or uni-
form) can be queried in a dozen anatomic regions. Con-
junctive or disjunctive (AND/OR) searches can be
performed on up to three simultaneous structures. The
search returns are ranked by specificity of expression,
which is determined by the ratio of expression density in
the structure of interest to the expression density in an
enclosing structure. The search engine can be accessed via
a web service [21].

Spatial Homology Search
Performing quadrat-level processing independently of
specific neuroanatomy forms the basis for searching by
expression pattern in an image. Given an initial seed gene
experiment (i.e. a specific expression pattern of interest on
a given series of ISH images), it is possible to find other
experiments with similar expression patterns. First, due to
the tissue sectioning frequency, the 100 μm3 grid was sub-
sampled to 200 μm3 in order to obtain sufficient overlap
between experiments for comparison. For each 200 μm3

quadrat, a measure we define as expression energy E(C)
was calculated.

where p is an image pixel that intersects quadrat C, |C| is
the total number of pixels that intersect C, M(p) is the
expression segmentation mask, which is either 1 for a
pixel classified as gene expression or 0 for all other pixels,
and I(p) is the grayscale value of the ISH image intensity
(Intensity = 0.3·Red + 0.59·Green + 0.11·Blue). This
measure can be robustly computed over all regions of the
brain, and it essentially combines the features of expres-
sion intensity and expression density into a single meas-
urement.

Pairs of gene experiments were then compared using Pear-
son's correlation coefficient to compute a similarity score:

where X(C) and Y(C) are respectively the expression
energy at quadrat C for image series gX and gY. Summation
is over all quadrats within a spatial domain (for example,
over one hemisphere or only within the neocortex) and N
is the number of quadrats spanning the domain. The cor-
relation coefficient quantifies the quality of a linear least

squares fitting between the energy signal of the two gene
experiments.

For each gene image series, the correlation coefficient with
all other image series was calculated. All the image series
were then sorted in descending order by the correlation
coefficient, and the top 500 correlates were then stored in
a database. Queries into this database are exposed via a
web service [21].

Desktop Application Implementation
A desktop application called Brain Explorer was developed
to display the reference atlas and quadrat data in 3D.
Brain Explorer is freely available for Microsoft Windows
and Mac OS X from the ABA website [11]. Operating in a
standalone mode, Brain Explorer can be used to view the
Allen Reference Atlas, ISH gene experiment quadrat data
files, or both simultaneously. With an active Internet con-
nection, Brain Explorer can also be used to search for and
download quadrat data files, perform spatial homology
searches, and view the ISH data associated with each
quadrat. Quadrat data files can also be downloaded from
the ABA using a web browser.

The Brain Explorer code consists of cross-platform com-
ponents for data handling and graphics written in C++
and using the OpenGL 1.1 API. Platform-specific user
interface and networking components were written using
Microsoft Foundation Classes for Windows (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond) and Cocoa for Mac OS X (Apple,
Inc, Cupertino). ISH images and quadrat data are down-
loaded from the ABA [11] via HTTP. The built-in search
functionality uses a SOAP web service interface at [21] to
communicate with the ABA web application.

Features and User Interface
Brain Explorer has two main display modes, list and detail
mode. The list mode shows 3D thumbnail images (which
rotate in the actual application) for several experiments
side by side. The list can be constructed from performing
a search on the Allen Brain Atlas by gene name, gene sym-
bol, anatomic region, or similarity to a given seed experi-
ment. Alternatively, the list can be loaded from a plain
text file. For example, curated lists of genes with enriched
expression in various brain regions can be exported from
the ABA website [11] and loaded into Brain Explorer. In
figure 1, a search was performed for genes with high den-
sity expression in the hippocampal region relative to other
structures. Quadrats containing 5 or more expressing
objects are displayed as a single pixel in the thumbnail
image, and the pixels are colored according to the quad-
rats' anatomic annotations. The colors are defined by the
reference atlas as shown on the right hand side of figure 1.
Users can choose multiple experiments from this view to
examine in the "Detail View" mode.
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The detail display mode of Brain Explorer can show one
or more experiments in the same space along with the ref-
erence atlas (figure 2). In this mode, spheres are used to
represent quadrats, with the size of the spheres directly
proportional to the number of objects detected in each
quadrat. The color of the spheres can be uniform for each
gene (ideal for comparing two or more genes), colored
according to anatomic annotation, or colored according
to expression level. The reference atlas Nissl and annota-
tion volumes can be overlaid and cross sections in the
coronal, sagittal, and horizontal planes displayed. The 3D
reference atlas meshes can be displayed in any combina-
tion as well. The 3D objects in this mode are fully interac-
tive.

The Brain Explorer application enables the following
mouse click based operations:

• Clicking and dragging the reference atlas Nissl sections
repositions the section faces.

• Clicking on a brain structure (either the 3D mesh or an
annotated Nissl section) displays the name of the struc-
ture and its location in the atlas ontological hierarchy.

• Clicking on a quadrat shows the portion of the original
ISH image from which the quadrat measurements were
made.

• Double-clicking on the ISH section opens a window in
which the actual high resolution section from the Allen
Brain Atlas can be examined.

The 3D view can also be manipulated using standard 3D
controls such as rotating, panning, zooming, and apply-
ing orthogonal clipping planes (i.e., defining a cube of
interest and excluding all objects outside of the cube from
view). In addition to using clipping planes, the visible
quadrats can be filtered according to quadrat values
(number of objects and expression level) and anatomic
location. Any of the view settings described above can be

List view modeFigure 1
List view mode. 3D thumbnail images are shown representing the results from a search for genes with high density expres-
sion in the hippocampal region (shown in green) relative to other structures. Expression in the cerebral cortex was hidden so 
that the hippocampus can be seen. Each of the thumbnail data sets dynamically rotates about its y axis continuously to show 
the data from various angles. The anatomic search interface is shown in the bottom right hand corner.
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Main Brain Explorer display modeFigure 2
Main Brain Explorer display mode. Expression of 
TC1563468 (Etv1, transcription factor variant gene 1) is 
shown with the quadrats colored by expression level (blue-
green is low, yellow is medium, and red is high). The images 
at the bottom left corner show the original image data from 
which the data for a quadrat in the subiculum were measured 
along with some of the surrounding tissue. The detected sig-
nal, color mapped by expression level, is shown blended with 
the original image. The tick marks on the ISH image indicate 
100 μm intervals, and the markings on the reference atlas 
Nissl sections indicate 1 cm.

Expression of CartFigure 3
Expression of Cart. Coronal and off-axis sagittal views of Cart
cortex, accumbens, arcuate nucleus, nucleus of the solitary trac
bulb. In (a), the quadrat colors correspond to the reference atla
rat in the Edinger-Westphal nucleus was selected and the corres
half of the brain was hidden in (b) and the quadrat colors are m
colored transparent meshes for neuro-anatomical structures ar
olfactory areas are green, nucleus accumbens and striatum-like 
purple, and the arcuate hypothalamic nucleus is red.
saved as bookmarks for restoration at a later time. Users
can optionally animate the view when restoring book-
marks for a smooth transition to the bookmarked view
state.

Results
The ability to perform search and visualization on a com-
monly mapped dataset of genomic scale should greatly
increase the power and benefit of neuroinformatics to
researchers. The following specific scenarios illustrate this
concept.

Cocaine and amphetamine-regulated transcript (Cart) has
been identified as a neuropeptide involved in reward and
reinforcement circuitry [22,23]. Figure 3 shows Cart
expression in areas related to this circuitry, the nucleus
accumbens and amygdalar nuclei. Cart also expresses in
the somatosensory cortex, olfactory areas, and nuclei of
the solitary tract, suggesting a role in sensory processes
and autonomic control [23]. Expression in the arcuate
nucleus is supported by Cart's role as a satiety factor [24].

Alpha-mannosidosis is a lysosomal storage disease with
autosomal recessive inheritance associated with disrup-
tion to the gene mannosidase 1, alpha (Man1a). It has
severe neuropsychological and psychopathological com-
plications [25,26]. The gene Man1a expresses in many
areas of the cortex, making it potentially difficult to view
interior structures, such as the hippocampus where

, showing distinct patterns of expression in the somatosensory 
t, Edinger-Westphal nucleus, piriform area, and main olfactory 
s colors of the structures in which they were mapped. A quad-
ponding reference atlas plate displayed. Expression in the right 
apped to the average expression level. Also in (b), several 
e shown according to the reference atlas color coding. The 
amgydalar nuclei are blue, the nucleus of the solitary tract is 
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expression is comparatively strong. Since the hippocam-
pus is expressing very highly and the cortex relatively
lowly in Man1a, one option is to hide the quadrats with
lower levels of expression (figure 4b). Another option is to
simulate cross sections using the cutting plane option. In
figure 4c and 4d, coronal cross sections reveal layering in
the cortex.

The hippocampus is known to play a critical role in learn-
ing and memory [27], and its subregions have been well
characterized by morphology, electrophysiology and con-
nectivity. The hippocampus is generally divided into two
regions: the granule cells of the dentate gyrus (DG), and
the excitatory pyramidal neurons of Ammon's Horn,
which is further subdivided into CA1, CA2, and CA3.
Transcriptional profiling has shown these regions to be
molecularly distinct [28,29], and this differential gene
expression is presumably the basis for known field-spe-
cific functional differentiation. The ABA ISH dataset has
provided novel examples of field-specific molecular mark-
ers, such as Prox1 for the DG, Ptpru for CA1, Cacng5 for
CA2, and Prss35 for CA3 (figure 5a–d). Furthermore,
genomic scale gene expression profiling has the potential
of revealing finer, presumably functional, subdivisions
which cannot be distinguished solely by cytoarchitecture
[12]. Cd44 is an example of a gene delineating the bound-
aries of a novel ventral domain in CA3 (figure 5e), which
appears to be complementary to Prss35 in (d).

Three-dimensional spatial homology searches and 3D vis-
ualization of these genomic ISH datasets can assist with
identifying and categorizing gene expression patterns.
These hippocampal field-specific markers for major sub-
fields DG, CA1, CA2, and CA3, as well as the subfield
marker for the ventral tip of CA3 (figure 5a–e) were used
as seed genes for a spatial homology search within the
hippocampus (figure 6a–e). Gene expression statistics for
the seed and the top 10 results superimposed in expres-
sion level color mode are displayed in figure 6. The high
concentration of red and orange quadrats shows that the
top results have similar differential enrichment patterns to
the seed. 3D visualization using expression level color
also reveals a dorsal-ventral gradient in the CA3-enriched
genes in panel (d): the dorsal areas are predominately red-
orange and the ventral areas yellow-green. Panel (e)
shows the search result with a seed gene enriched in the
ventral tip of CA3 (Cd44). The top results also exhibit dif-
ferential enrichment in the ventral region and closer
inspection of the ISH images (figure 7) reveals co-expres-
sion of the ventral CA3 tip with the ventral tip of the den-
tate gyrus and CA1. These dorsoventral domains indicated
by Prss35, Cd44, and their spatial homologues, are con-
sistent with observed functional differentiation in the hip-
pocampus. Specifically, the dorsal half or two-thirds of
the hippocampus is required for proper spatial learning

and memory, while the ventral half or one-third of the
hippocampus is associated with anxiety-related behaviors
[30,31].

Discussion
The most common way to visualize gene expression in 3D
has been using general-purpose reconstruction and visual-
ization software packages. A 3D volume is reconstructed
from serial sections, the signal is segmented, and polygo-
nal surfaces are extracted from the segmentation. Each of
these steps is typically a manual process and can result in
a high quality 3D model when done carefully. In order to
aid interpretation and comparison of data sets, mapping
gene expression data into a common spatial framework is
desirable. Two projects have made progress into this area.
The Edinburgh Mouse Atlas Project has developed interac-
tive tools to segment and map expression data to a set of
developmental atlases [32,33]. Users can submit data to
the Edinburgh Mouse Atlas Gene Expression Database,
which can be queried by anatomical ontology or an arbi-
trary region drawn on one of the atlases [8]. The Mouse
Atlas Project similarly allows contributors to map gene
expression data to a reference adult C57BL/6J brain atlas
using a provided set of tools [34,35]. Both projects have
developed visualization software to view cross sections of
image volumes, 3D surfaces, and the organization of
neuro-anatomical ontologies.

The Allen Brain Atlas represents a collection of gene
expression patterns for approximately 27,000 experi-
ments and 700,000 images. Three-dimensional recon-
structions are readily available for all of the data. Using
Brain Explorer to view the 3D data, users can quickly see
the complete distribution of expression across the brain in
each data set at once without having to examine each
image section. Three-dimensional expression patterns
spanning multiple brain sections can also be more easily
appreciated. This is particularly useful in complex struc-
tures such as the hippocampus. The reconstructed data is
all in the reference atlas coordinate space, allowing multi-
ple data sets to be viewed simultaneously for direct com-
parison. Spatial homology searches can be performed
from anywhere in the Brain Explorer application to
quickly find experiments with similar expression patterns.
With appropriate seed genes, this type of search can be
used to examine subdivisions of neuroanatomic struc-
tures delineated by gene expression.

Data similar in nature to the ABA gene expression data are
typically visualized by either building polygonal meshes
from the data or directly rendering 3D reconstructed vol-
umes. Rendering quadrats as spheres enables several fea-
tures to be implemented easily on common inexpensive
graphics hardware. One of the most important features is
easy access to the original ISH data for a quadrat. The
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sphere approach allows quadrats to be targeted quickly
and accurately with the mouse cursor, which displays the
original section as well as a summary of the expression
measured at that quadrat. Double-clicking on the section
image opens up the section in a separate window and
allows unlimited navigation within the section as well as
across the series of sections. This direct level of access to
the original data also reduces the impact of inaccuracies in
the automated registration and segmentation methods.
Anatomical relationships inferred from the global 3D
view can be quickly confirmed and refined on the original
ISH images.

Rendering quadrats as spheres also allows multiple varia-
bles to be displayed by varying the size and color of the
spheres. The current implementation maps density of

expression to size and optionally the user's choice of ana-
tomic annotation or expression level to the color. How-
ever, mapping other parameters is also possible. Another
use of the quadrat values is filtering of the quadrats dis-
played, and the sphere visualization method allows the
filtering to be adjusted interactively. Quadrats can be fil-
tered according to neuro-anatomical structure boundaries
as well as by quadrat values. The examples we have pre-
sented show various scenarios in which filtering was used
to reveal different areas of interest in the display.

The use of spatial homology searches to identify large sets
of genes with expression profiles similar to a dorsal or
ventral hippocampal seed gene out of the genomic ABA
dataset functions like a transcriptional profiling experi-
ment of individual hippocampal domains. The results of

Expression of Man1aFigure 4
Expression of Man1a. Man1a expresses densely in the cortex, making it difficult to visualize expression deeper inside the 
brain. The view with no filtering is shown in (a). Low density and low level expression is hidden in (b) to emphasize the stria-
tum and hippocampus – the lower right hand corner shows the thresholding control. In (c), a coronal clipping plane is used to 
hide expression from roughly the striatum forward. A coronal atlas section is shown behind the striatum to hide expression 
towards the back of the brain. The combination of clipping plane and atlas section reveals expression restricted to a layer of 
the cortex. A similar result can be achieved by setting both front and back clipping planes and showing the outer surface of the 
cortex (d).
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such searches could yield insight into the molecular differ-
ences underlying functional differentiation across the hip-
pocampus. Additionally, the seed genes and resulting
spatial homologue lists provide potential insight into
transcriptional regulation. Prox1, the DG seed gene in fig-
ure 6, is a transcriptional factor, and the spatial homo-
logues derived from this search could present potential
downstream targets for this transcription factor. Con-
versely, the seed gene Cd44 yielded a list of ventrally
enriched genes in CA3 which included the transcription
factor Nr2f2. The precise coexpression of a transcription
factor with other similarly expressed genes could provide
a way of screening transcription factors and their down-
stream targets for future analyses of transcriptional regula-
tion.

Conclusion
We have developed a desktop application, Brain Explorer,
to view data from the Allen Reference and Brain Atlases in
3D. The Brain Explorer application is closely linked with
the web-based ABA database, which contains 3D recon-
structions for over 27,000 data sets spanning the entire
mouse genome. In addition to being linked with the 3D
search facility of  the Allen Brain Atlas, Brain Explorer
incorporates a 3D expression  homology search for iden-

tifying highly correlated genes with the user's  input. Addi-
tionally, for any part of the  3D model, immediate access
to the original ISH images is provided. Together these
tools offer unprecedented access to detailed expression
information in the adult mouse brain and the ability to
perform data mining and visualization of gene expression
and neuroanatomy in an integrated manner.

Availability and requirements
• Project name: Brain Explorer

• Project home page: http://www.brain-map.org

• Operating system(s): Windows XP and above, Mac OS
X 10.3.9 and above

• Programming languages: C++, Objective-C

• Other requirements: OpenGL hardware-accelerated
graphics card

• License: Allen Brain Atlas http://www.brain-map.org/
pdf/ABATermsOfUse.pdf

• Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None

Spatial homology search seed image seriesFigure 5
Spatial homology search seed image series. Representative ISH sections are shown for hippocampal field-specific mark-
ers. These image series were used as seeds for the spatial homology searches shown in Figure 6: Prox1 for the dentate gyrus 
(a), Ptpru for CA1 (b), Cacng5 for CA2 (c), Prss35 for CA3 (d) and Cd44 for the ventral CA3 (e).
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Top 10 results for a set of spatial homology searches are shown overlaid for subregions of the hippocampusFigure 6
Top 10 results for a set of spatial homology searches are shown overlaid for subregions of the hippocampus. 
The seeds used are shown in Figure 5: Prox1 for the dentate gyrus (a), Ptpru for CA1 (b), Cacng5 for CA2 (c), Prss35 for CA3 
(d) and Cd44 for the ventral CA3 (e). The view is restricted to the hippocampal region. A rostral clipping plane and coronal 
atlas plate were set to isolate the middle of the hippocampal region. The 3D projections can be compared with the hippocam-
pal structures shown in the Nissl-stained reference atlas on the left hand side of the figures.
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